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"- ABSTRACT
•. This repo,t provid@sa method N predictingjetnoisefor a wide '
" range ol nozzlegeometries and operatingconditionsolinterestfor _tir-
"": craftengines. A limitedreview of letnolse theory,dataand exist_.ng
predictionmethods has been made, and based on thisinformationa new
_:. interimmethod ofletvoise predicti,:_nisp_oposed° This report iden-
; tifiesproblem areas where furtherresearch isneeded to improve the
":"." prediction method.. This method predicts only the noise generafed by
the exhaust lets mixing with tile surroundil.g air and does not include
"" other noises emanating from the engine exhaust, such as combustion ..
'_" and machinery noise generated inside the engine (i.. e. core noise). It- ,'.. 9
does, however; includethrustreverser mdse.. Predictionrelations
i;._ are provided lot conicalnozzles, plug nozzles,ilcoaxml nozzlesand .:
, slot nozzles,.:/ For Conlp!eteness, umil turther investigations are per-
i:.. formed, previouslypublishedr'elati_,nsare proposed herein for multi-
[,_.. ....
"'-" tube and multi-lobed suppressor n_,zzles with and without ejectors. For
..most of these .configurations, .the effects ot nozzle size, jet velo_.ity,
__' jet tempenLture, and forward (flight) velucity are included in the pre-
o
::'" dictions_ ........ : .
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-- INTERIM PREDICTION METHOD FOR JET NOISE
by James R.,Stone
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
..... i, " "'"' " "' ' ........ '
This report provides a method of prediiitlmg jet noise for a wide
¢_ range of nozzlegeometrif'sand operatingc,_nditionsofinterestfor air- ,.
craftengines. This predicti0_procedure '_developed in support of
| " ,
the NASA AircraftNoise PredictionPro3r._m. The predictionmethod
deals onlywith _e noise generatedby the exhaust jetsmixing with the
surroundingair and does not includeother noises emanating from the
engine exhaust, such as combustion and machinery noise generated in-
side the engine (i.e., core noise);itdoes, however, includethrustre-
verser noise. .......
...........Jet noisetheory, data, and existingpredictionmethods were re-
viewed; however_ :thisreview was not exhaustivedue totime con- :_ ,.....:_:_
straints._.Based _,nthisinformationa new interim method of jetnoise :
predictionis proli?osed.This report identifiesproblem areas where
furtherresearch is needed to improve tlie predictionmethod. Exper- i .....:"i_
_,_.Imentaldata over,a wide range oftestconditionsart)shown to verify
thepredictionm_._Jmd. Jet noise predictionsare given for conical
nozzles, 'i,w.no::.zles,coaxialnozzles, slotnozzlesand thrustre
. .,.. . ,
versers. For completeness, untilfurtherinvestigationsa_e performed,
previously published relations are proposed herein for multi-tube and
multi-lobe suppressor nozzles with and without ejectors. For most of
the confi_uratlons,the effectsof nozzle size, jetvelocity,jettemper-
ature, and vehicleforward speed are includedinthe predictions.
.... j
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: INTRODUCTION
:" Accurate no_.se predicti¢.m methods are now required in order to%
.-- predict the environmental impact of airport operations on the su_-
: rounding communities, and for realistic design of new a_lclaft as well
: as development, of n,:4se reduction modifications for existing aircrait,
•: A predict).on method m pzesented in response to the need f,:..z predicting
jet noise as a component of total aircraft noise for the NASA Aircraft
-: Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP). This Program is at Langley
- Research Center and is being developed jointly by variuus NASA centers
: with help f_;om industry Iepresentatives. In the Program, the various
" contributors to and modifiers _f aircraft noise are summed at various
ground locations in order to predict a noise footprint for single-or
multiple-event aircraft flights. The need for the ANOPP requires that .
: this prediction method be based on the present state-of-the-art. Re-
fined techniques and better data may be available in the near future to
permit up-dating this prediction method. Thisreport deals with nome
: generated by exhauSt,jets mixing with the surrounding air and does not
" ,.,.consider other noises emanating .from.the engineexhaust, such as corn-
Lustionand machinery noisegenerated insidethe engine (i.e°, core
" noise).
There have been a number of theoretical and empirical procedures
developed to describe various aspects of jet noise. Most of these pro-
= cedures have been based on the early theoretical work oI Lighthill
?.': ' (refs. 1 and 2). He showed in reference 1 that the p_ oblem of sound
generated by subsonic flows could be treated as a problem in classical
': acoustics, for which he then obtained a general solution. This solution
• was in terms of parameters which were not then, and still a.t e nut,
..-
" directly measurable or readily determined from measurable data..
Therefore, Lighthill used dirnensimm.1 analysis to extract Iesults of
_ii practical value from the theory.. The major result was that the acous-
_.: tic power should be praporttonal to Pa V8c-S/2a ' where Pa and Ca att)
- .=
:. ,r
t-,.
! •
• % • .*. ,.. • . ,._
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the ambient density and sonic velocity, respectively, V is the flow
_ velocity, and l is a characteristic length (ref. 1). (Symbols are de-
" fined in appendix A. )
It has been well established that the energy source of jet noise is
the turbulence created by the jet mixing with the surrounding air as .......
_; Lighthill (ref. 2) suggested. Numerous attempts have been made to
more fully quantify the nature of turbulence and then use this iafor-
_ mation to predict noise (e. g., refs. 3 to 12). These studies have had
limited success, but ha_e failed to produce a complete understanding
"_" of jet noise. In an engine, turbulence and velocity gradients upstream
• of the nozzle exit may significantly effect the nature of jet turbulence
and therefore noise.
In addition to the acoustic power, the distribution of the sound in
"-- space (directivity) and its frequency content (spectra) are required too
adequately describe and predict jet noise annoyance. Lighthill's
. theory (ref. 2), as supplemented by Ffowcs Williams (ref. 13), in-
cluded the directivity of noise. According to this theory, the motion
of the sound sources introduces a factor (1 + Mc cos _)'5 into the ex-L
pression for the sound intensity, where Mc is the convection Mach
number and is given by the velocity of the source (generally taken to
•" be some fraction of the jet velocity) divided by the ambient speed of
sound, and 8 is the angle from the engine inlet axis. Ribner (ref. 14)
treated the convection effect on directivity in a somewhat different man-
'" her. By allowing a somewhat different directionality for the noise di-
.. rectly generated by turbulence (self noise) and the noise due to the tur,
•_ bulence interacting with the mean flow {shear noise), he obtained a more
t_" complicated relation than reference 13. Goldstein and Howes (ref. 15)
:. solved the coavected wave equation and evaluated the source term using
• the isotropic turbulence model _dopted by Lilley (ref. 7) and Ribner
(ref. 16); the resulting directivity factor ,Jb_ained is (1 + Mc cos _)-3
which has also been suggested by others. Recent data such as those of
O',sen, Gutierrez, and Dorsch (ref. 17}, Lush (ref. 18), and Krishnappa
and C_.aady (ref. 19) as well as those of Howes (ref. 20) support the
p-
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theory o': Goldsleln and Howes (re[. 15). However, because _'i refrac-
tion, none ot these apprL,aches a,ccurately describes the observed noise
directionality fel h,,_t jets or i,.:,r c,.:.ld lets near the ]el axis.. Lt_cal
static tempeza.tul e vat mtiens, which are present even in amblen| total
temperature jets, cause the sound xays to be rehoacted, cr bent _,ut-
wald, away [It,m the ]e_ axis° The !efra.ction effect increases with
increasing frequency anti temperature. There have been studies ,,f
this phenomenon (eog., reis. 21 t,_,;_,i,: but the effect _,n jet nt:.ise has
not yet been adequately described.
The frequency dependence oi jet noise has generally been presented
by plots _4 s_,und pressure level (8PL), normalized f,,r the effects L_I
size and jet veb.city in _ome manner., against the Str.,uhal number, ]
fDe/v., fox varJ,,us angles° However, recent data (e.g., refs iT, 18,
and 35_j show that near the jet axis the peak-SPL frequency is net afiec- ....=
ted by jet. vel,_:city_ indicating that simple Streuhal-numbel _scaling is
not directly apphcable: due to the eftects _;f retraction.
Although there exists a lack of understanding of jet noise mech-
auisms, predictitm methods have been pr_:_posed (e. g. ,, tefs. 35 to 39)
based mainly on empit ic_.l treatment _g the existing da_. The predic-
tions of Ahu]a (rei. 35) and Olsen and Friedman (ret. 36_ apply only to :
ambient temperature, subsonic }ets° The SAE method (rei. 39) has
" been used widely, but its.shortc_mings are acknowledged and revision is
being considered. However, the revised ver_h:n is n_,t yet available at
this writing.. References 36 h, 39 include coaxial lets, and the method of
Dunn and Peart (ref 38) includes suppressor nozzles and e]ectcz s No
published general methods are available for thx ust reversers
This report presents a first step towa,'d the goad _f developing a
.... ,J
jet noise prediction method applicable t(: many types of exhaust sys- :._
tems of interest I_:r aircraft. A gt_a,l ot the interim method herein ioJ mu- -d]
lated is that it be capable of being modilied easily fin improvement as J
new information beet,rues available and exist!rag itgurmation is more . .:_i1
1
thoroughly analyze d ....
....
!
J
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Since convective amplification effects are minimized at 90° to
the jet axis, this angle was chosen as a baseline for developing the
_ prediction method. First the _verall sound pressure level is corre-
':" lated at 0 = 90°. Then the directivity in 1/3-octave bands is con-
sidered, and the spectra at various angles correlated, using the spec-
:. trum at e = 90°as a starting point.
t,
•:.. The correlation is first developed for single, circular nozzles,
:. starting w,th shock-free jets and no ambient velocity. The effects cg
shock noise and forward velocity are then considered. The methods
•- are then extended and modified to include coaxial jets and noncircular
.. : jets. The method _f Dunn and Peart (ref. 38) is proposed as an in .... _
terim method for the the more complicated cases of suppressor nozzles
%
:. : and nozzles with ejectors. Although thrust reverser noise is not purely
"..... Jet noise, it is included since it is generated by the exhaust stream out-
_,, side the engine. Limited comparisons are made with other prediction
.. methods and some of the available experimental data. A sample cal-
•_ culation is included to illustrate the prediction method.
•": APPROACH
.:::.
t" The development of the recommended interim jet noise prediction
: :: method is des_'_bed in this section. The formulation of this interim
": method is such _,at it can be easily modified and updated as new [nfor-
•:" mation becomes available. The noise levels are free-field (no reflec-
ts. tions) referred to th._ source_ that is, the effect of atmospheric absorp-
': tion has been removed. Atmospheric attenuation effects are discussed
:. in refereuce 40.
_:_ The geometric variables describing the position 0f the observer
_-,.' relative to the engine are sketched in figure 1. Since convective am-
i: plificatioa effecLs are minimized at 0 = 90°, this angle serves as abaseline tor developing the pr iction. The appi'c_ t_ ltak i_ I_ de cribed ......
_ ' t_rlefly as follows;
4
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6"- (a) The overall sound pressure level at 0 _: 90°, in normalized
i__ form, is first predicted as a function of jet velocity and other perti-
: nent variables.
- (b) The normahzed soundpressure level spectrum is then pr e-
._.- dicted at 0 = 90 °.
'- (c) Then the directivity in normalized 1/3-octave bands is consid-
:. ered, and the spectra at various angles obtained.
: The prediction is first developed for single, circular nozzles,
.:- starting with shock-free jets having no ambient velocity. The effects
.- of shocl_ noise and forward velocity are then.considered. The pro-
" diction is next extended and modified to include co_>:ial jets, plug noz ......
zles, and slot nozzles. Further modifications required for suppressor
i. nozzles and ejectors are also considered, and the prediction of Dunn
, and Peart (ref. 38) is recommended for interim use. Thrust reverser
• noise prediction is included because it is generated by the exhaust out-
' side the engine, even though it is not pure jet mixing noise.
'" Lighthillls analysis (refs. 1 and 2) established that the acoustic ,._
"2. power for a jet is proportional to p c . If we take the charac- ==
-. teristic dimension l to be the square root of the fully expanded jet
h_. area Aj, the intensity I at a distance R from the source would be .......
.. given at 0= 90° by ._
i: I KI (1);..
ti" ' Where KI is an experimentally determined coefficient, which might
•"- be correlated for various nozzle types and operating conditions.
- In experiments, however, it is generally the mean-square pressure
fluctuation, p_', which is measured and not the intensity. This mean-
• square pressure fluctuation is given by IPaCa, so
s
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: : =K .... (2)
_ 4 2
•_. CaR
The rms pressure fluctuations are usually expressed in decibels re-
ferred to a reference pressure, Pref' and physical properties are often .....
roferred 1_othose for the International Standard Atmosphere (ISA). So
"_ an equivalent relation to equation (2) can be written in dimensionless
logarithmic terms:
: )-........ - _ - -_ 10 log" _ Pref / _Ca/
_ + lo log i . (3)
_-22 4 /
So far in the present development no distinction has been made be-
tween the ambient density and the jet density in the sound intensity
term. There is considerable disagreement in the literature on the
• proper method of accounting for the effect _ jet density on nolo. On
:.
._ the basis of data then available, yon GI_n (ref. 41) found that the jet
•: density had no effect on subsonic Jet sound power levels and maximum
sideline OASPL for jet total temperature from ambient to 1370 K
" (2460 ° R). This result was based on ',he data of references 42 to 47
and previously unpubUshed NASA hot jet data. In contrast, more
•" recent results (refs. 38, 39, and 48 to 50) indicate that ff the ambient
-.
-" density is used in equation (3), a term 10 log (_J-_" should be adored to the
..
_ right-hand side of the equation, where pj is the fully-expanded jet density.
$
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.. _ R0._ferences 38, /i8, and 49 indicate tbat the exponent w varies frc,m
:" about-Ito0 atlow subsonicvelocitiestoabout2 athighsuperso,dc
:.'- velocities.The recenttheoriesofTanna, Fisher,and De_ (ref.50)
: and Mortey (ref. 51) predict that an additional noise source due to
_:m temperattLrefluctuationsintheshearlayercouldproducetheseappar-
-:,."" entdensityeffects.Althoughthesubjectofjetdensityor temperature
effectsrequiresfurtherstudy,fortheinterimpredictionmethod the
:.. ioll0wingrelationl_s been developed:
. ;.
...... w = - 1 (4)
_'." o._0+ (Vj/Ca)3's
; This e_pression is in reasonable agreement with references 38, 48,
-! and 49. IIowever,itishopedthatmore fundamentallybasedmethods
_'_ ofpredictingtheeffectof pj canbe found. Incorporatingthisrela-
=i tion, the OA_R_Lat e = 90 ° for simpler jets (nonsuppressors) will be
__ correla.t_din the.form,
I
• io.so+ 3.
o
i: + 10 log i _ (5) ......
b(VjcR)a" .: ,.--,• ;','._
"I974027003-TGA'I"I
whereinthemore complicatedvelocityterm issoformulatedtoyielda
third-powerrelationatvery highveloclt-ies-ee,inreference41. (There
are alsotheoreticallybasedformulationsgivingsimilarresults.) The
constantsa and b are determinedt',Jreach typeofconfigurationa d
_'_:_ Ketry.iSinsome casesa functionofjetflowparameters,as wellas geom-
, ° .
-J
" CIRCULAR NOZZLES . .I
,i._ IOverallSoundPressure Level
!: Tile normalized overall sound pressure level at _ = 90°, OAsPL90o
Pa 3(vj/ca)3.5
- -10log _ISA/j - 10 - log ,• + (j/Ca)3"
:',.,- isplottedagainstthejetvelocityparameter,Vj/Ca,forshock-free ........
:. circularjetsinfigure2. The ambientjettemperaturedataare forjets
rangingfrom 5.08-to 15.2-centimeter(2.0-to6.0-in.) indiameter
(refs.17, 52,and 53). The hotJetdatafora 38.1-centimeter(15.0-in.)
_" diameternozzleattemperaturesfrom 700to 1588K (1260to 2860°R)are " ....
partiallyfrom reference41 and partiallyfrom previouslyunpublished
NASA data; the test rig is described in references 41 and 54. There are ....
" considerably more data which should be considered in improving the pre-
diction method (e. g., refs. 18 to 20, 42 to 45, 48, 50, and 55 to 58).
' However, it is of interest to note that Olsen, Gutierrez, and Dorsch
(ref. 17) show their data to be in substantial agreement with those of
Lush (ref. 18) for a _. 5-centimeter- C0.98-in. -) diameter jet. Pre- t
:... dieted curves from Aimja (ref. 35) and from Dunn and Peart (ref. 38)
i,
_re alsoshown. Ahujats predictionforambienttemperaturejets --I
"_" (ref. 35) is in good agreement with the data of figure 2, but is applicable .=
. : .,j
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"" V/ca:.;_ nnly for pj _ Pa and < 1.0, The prediction ol Dunn and Peart
_'_.- (ret. 3t3) does not agree with the data. oI Ilgure 2, with the di_greemom
minimized around Vj,/c a - 1. O.-9."
:...., All of the data fall within ,3 dB of the recommended relation, which .I
;:" is given by equation (5) with K _ 141, a .=.7.5, and b -: 0.010; that is
,.,_ .... OASPL90o - lO log _ _i_" / _;_...
-10 - - log = 141
-.. oo+(vj/Ca) '5 \Pa)
,". ,,
•P
.:;, + 10 log + O. 010 (Vj/Ca)4" (6) ,
"-•, , ,,
,_J'. .........
:. The value of a equal to 7.5 instead of 8, as expected from theory, is a
:' consequence of the manner in which jet density (or: temperature) effects
are correlated; ff w is set to 0 the eighth power relation is obtained for
.:- near-ambient temperature jets, but the effects (_f temperature are net cor-
related. Available experimental data for h._,er ivelocities are believed to
_ be contaminated by internal noises, but for purc., je t noise it is recommended
. that equation (6) be used. All of the data shown are £or Mj <i 1.0; ho_'.,-
" ever, the relations are recommended for fully ,:_Xl_tndedshock-free.super- !. ::_
- , ........ ' , . . ,.,.
_:'.. sonic jets as well. :. i_
.... ' ' ' 'i_2
- - SPL Spectra _ ._
'. _
-; The norm._lized sound pressure level spech um at 0 =:90 ° is compared
--.b,
_.'." with dat._ for sLock-free circular jets in figure 3 for jet t_tal temperatures
"_.
. " , ,':2
• _-
..... , ,; " "," " .- ' ,,#-. ,_. " . • - ,-_,- " " : " ";_ ,; ; .... ; " ,,,:_,, ,.', -";' .,;-; .i, • , " _•- ,_ _, • " " ; ;' ..... " • k : ";•° " '"_, .
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"_" up to 1588 K (2860 ° R). The effect of jet temperature on the spectral
...
_:' sI_ape is accounted for by multiplying tile Strouhal number by the _'atio
::" of jet total temperature to ambient temDerature to the 0.4 power, to give
._-
"- the nondimensiorml frequency parameter
:.Y .,
o. - • ,
" D "
' S = (71
::: /._ a
f.
::. For as mucll as 10 dB below the peak, more than 99 percent of file cold
•. let data are within ±2 dB of the recommended curve. Although the scatter
_:. is greater for the hot jets (primarily because hot jet experiments ar" dif,-
"_ ficult to perform accurately), the hot jet data do give a reasonable ve__-
-: fication of the prediction method :_or jet total temperatures up to 1588 K
" (2860 ° R). A significant consideration is that at the higher fre"-mc:, :'._.
:{, dataare affected more by atmospheric absorption th:t, _,._:. _-:-_,_luencies,
":" and there is considerable disagreement on the ma_,_ -_uae 0f _his effect. -
._" This uncertainty might effect the high-frequency roll-off, but not the
-.. O&SPL. Worth considering in improving the prediction method might be
_' (a) the use of fully _xpended jet static temperature instead of total temper--
:: ature, and (b) an exponent of 0.5 instead of:0.4; perhaps the observed el'
.. fects might then be relatable to physical properties, such as let sonic :.::
:i: : veiocity,which varieswiththesquareroot of_etstatictemperature.
, , !
"::" : Directivity•' .. z
i._;i The effect of source convection on the noise directtvtty has been tound
,_" to introduce a factor (1 +.M c cos 0)'n (refs. 2, 13, and 15), where Mc is
t a fraction of gj/c a. Goldstein and Howes (ref. 15) obtained n :. 3 fr(m'" their theoretical studies and suggest Mc = 0.62 (Vj/Ca) for Mc le_',a than1.0. For values of Mc greater than 1.0, the simple directivity term be-
comes infinite for some angles, which is not consistent with experimental
data. To eliminatethissingularity,thedirectivityerm ofrefet'm_ce15
q
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f _/i5_ M5_ There aide als° tbe°retically
is medified to .  (Me c_)s "t c
based methods t,i elimi_.ting this singularity (e.g., ref.. 14), and these
should be considered in impr,_ving the prediction method. The effects
refraction have not been as well defined, but it seems reasonable that the
relative effects of convertl..n and I efracti(,n should change with changing
frequencyl
Figure 4 sh,_vs plots of SPL relative to O : 90° corrected for convec-
tion,
against angle 0 at cons_.ntStrouhal number for cold jets. Figure 4(a) 1
....is for Strohal number fDe/V j _ 0° 16, which is near the peak SFL at the
" "angle of maximum OASPL I while figure 4(b) is for fDe/Vj _ 1.0, which
corresponds to the pes.k SFL at 0 = 90°. It can be seen that for e from ..
about 60° to 120 °, the convection relation fits the data rather well (zero ........
value). Thi s agreement is _.lso observed for other Strouhal numbers and,
therefore, for the OASPL. At angles near _e jet axis, the data devote
significantly from a simple convection relation. This is probably due to .._
refraction, but may also be a function of the relative magnitudes of shear ....j
noise and self noise. " ..... ... -.. .... ,.._. ,..-, . .. ,. .....,_
In order to account for the experimentally obtained spectral direc-
tivitles, empirically determined adjustments _'ere established to the d_-
rectional relations indicated by simple convection effects. Figure 5 gives
the results ol this matching process. The ordinate is
1t0
_L-OASPLg0 0 .,. to .,.M c + Mc) cos ..... ;/.. .'. ....
.... !
.... i
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which for the simple convective model would fully account for the direc-
tivity effects. The absc;ssa is a modified Strouhal [mmber defined by
.: . . •-i " :..;?-5
Where file effective angle O' is given by .........
A _IV. 0-I :........
= e,(- } . (9)
Figure 5 contains _tfamily of curves, each of which applies for a
given constant value of the effective angle e'. The variation of the effect
of temperature with angle, as accounted for by the abscissa in figure 5
can be related to refraction effects. Since higher frequencies are more
strongly effected by refraction (due to their relatively short wavelength),
: :the high frequencies are increased relative to the lows away from the jet
a_is,:.and.thiseffectincreaseswithIncreasingjettemperature.At angles
near.thejetaxisthelow frequenciesdominatesincethehighshave been re-
fractedoutward,and theselow frequenciesare relativelyu_mffectedby re-
*_ fraction, and hence are less sensitive, to changes in jet temperature. For .
_' "_ 110°, the simple convection model is sufficiently accurate that a sin-
gle curve is recommended. Any ic_tccuracy at small angles would be rein- :: =
tivelyunimportantanyway, since_henoiselevelsare low,and on an air: : *_:i
plane,othernoisesourceswoul¢igenerallybe domi_nt inthissector. In
theuse oftherecommended curvesofnormalizedspectraagainstlog S
" in figure 5 (given in 10° increments), linear logarithmic interpolation
.(and extrapolation, ff required) is recommended.
. Figure6 illustratesthescatterinvolvedindevelopingthecurvesin :
:?_
figure5. For some ofthedalaused indeveloPingfigure5_ e_pe_Imen_l
and calculatedspectra_',recompared atan anglenear thepeak
OASPL(_ = 140° to 145°) and at an angle between 0 = 90° and the peak. ::
t
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:" Cases of a cold jet (fig. 6(a)) and a hot jet (fig. 6(b)) are considered In
:." all cases the region near the peak-SPL frequency is precicted fairly well. ,
:. The data scatter at low frequency ill figure 6(a) and at higl_ _requency i,.i"
/.
•. figure 6(b) is due in part to inadequate corrections for gro'md reflections
;:'-" As discussed previously, the high-frequency V'roll-olf _' is .'In area requir-
., ing further study. -"
Supersonic Jets with Shock Noise
:_- With underexpanded supersonic jets, especially at low jet tempera-
:_ : tures, broadband shock noise is a significant problem and.can dominate "
: : over jet noise. Discrete (narrow band) tones, generally termed _'screech _',
-. are aiso often observed, but the present report will not treat this problem
',: since such tones can often be eliminated by slight design modifications.
" Broadband shock noise has been the subject of several studies (e. g., refs.
,£: 4, 41, 42, 48, and 59 to 61)_ The approach used herein is that of von Glahn
(ref. 41), who correlated the total overall sound power for underexpanded
supersonic jets, Mj _ 1, as follows:
",'° , . . , . "
"; W = 3.5 x 10"3FpaAjV_jc 1 + (g c (10)
, where F is a complicatedfunction of let Mach mlmber, Vj and Ca. The
" shock noise tends to be more uniform in its directivity than jet noise, so
,• . . .
.- as an approximation for this interim method it is taken to be uniform. The
'_f.
•". average OASPL 0brained from equation (10) is modified to give only the
_:., shock noise component and assumed to hold for all angles; it is given as
_' follows" .......'
2' . " : "
?3. , -
I J
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....... 12..5(Mj - 1)3 .._ ..
_" 040 • {--, - I',_ _+I 2{--, - , + 0 . 0 _ 0 "[ _. O. O O _"" [ 3 (.
(tl)
where Mj " 1.0. Also as all approxinm.tion for [lie tterim method, tilt,
normalized shock nois_, spectra at all angles are assumed to be tile same
as the jet mtxit_: spectrum at t_ .- 90 ° (fig. 7).
Tile shock Iloise spe¢lrtlm obtained from figure 7 and equation (11)
should then be added antilogaritllmically 1o the jet luixing noise spet'trum
calculated for eac!l angle from figure 5 and equation (6) to get tile total ,_pee-
trum for each angl_,. '
Effccl.sofForv.'_rd Vcloei.ty
It has been observed in n|odel tetcts flint,forward veldt'try redttt.e8 jet
noise at constant jet velocity. Thts:.notttc redut'tton llas l)een verified by
' conll_ltr|tlons of noiae tlloasurenloll|t._ ft'otll airt'raft flyover_ with static
ground lUeasurenlents (refs. _2 Jo _5} Sucli a t'et4uc||tm has been theo-
retically predicted by Ffowt.tt Willi,_nl8 (ref. 66), wile mlggt, sted tha•{ [he
tsubsonic jet noise tnteus|ty Shtiti|d 1,_cp.t'opot't[olial [0 {V,-a Vtt)7Vj" Tilt,
effects of forward velocity ciLn bt, contddered In two }torts:
L
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-- (a) The e,atect ot the external flew field around the nozzle
bL
•:." (b) The effect ot nozzle motion wtth respect to a stationary observer,
•,- commonly referred to as the Dopple'_' effect.
. Shock-free Jets. - The effect _ the external flow field can be simulated
_ by placing the test noule in a wind tunnel or free jet. Recent tests of
"'-- s_.ll nozzles in a large-diameter free let (ref. tt7) have uhewn that the
acoustic intensity for a shock 4roe circular nozzle appears to be propor-
.._ tlonal to (Vj - Va)6V_, where Va Is the velocity of the art.blent airflow .....
with respect to the nozzle. Large-area.-ratIo coaxial nozzle tests show
" similar results. At 0 = 90°, there ts no Doppler effect, so the relative _=
-_. velocity dependenc_n be Incorporated into equation (6) replacing Vj ....
with vj(1 - va/v j) , : ............
1o
!; .... 1c:6°*!I"_ } _1- ,-'_"I /
_1 ; "IlI "II I '' III J_L II L\<'/ \ viii. J I .
_ I q
• _ e",:.
.,,,.
74
/J#.." x log = 141 + 10 loll ....... - - (12)
•e. 1 + O.010 -
:. vj/j
• .
Note that it Is assumed that the density exponent Is also a function of the
W,:-"-- effective velocity, Vj(1 - VjlVa). EquAtlon (12) contrasts with earlier pre-
_i! dictions (e. g., rots.- 38 and 39) which replace Yj by (V| - Va).
L
.#.
t
-:-. ..................... , ....... ;............. .. --. ............................................................................
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to the ambient airflow. To include the effect of nozzle motion, the fre-
quency should be Doppler shifted, as foUows:
tDI_jv) (T./T)0. 4(l+cos 0')
'< ..l a
::" The effect o_ motion on levels is inciuded in the directivity plots of fig-
:. ure 5 by basing the convection Mach number on relative velocity,
':';... M c = O.62(V l - Vo)/Ca (14)
R isassumed thattheeffectiveangle 8' is stillgivenby equation(9).
-,:_". Supersonicjetswithshocknoise.- For theinterimpredictionmethod
._ itisassumed thatshocknoiseisnoteffectedby theexternalflowfield.
......... SimpleDoppler correctionsbased on aircraftvelocRyare recommended.
_-" The OASPL should be shifted by
,o,o E+0]
:'" and thefrequencyshouldbe shiRed,,usingequation(13).Figure7 should -
thenbe usedwiththesecorrectedOASPL and S valuesforeach angle.
SIMPLE NONCIRCULAR NOZZLES
," PlugNozzles ..........
" Conicalplugs(fig.8)are sometimes used withcircularnozzles.Lim-
Iteddataforsuch configurationshavebeen reportedinreference17. The
plugnozzlesshowed slightlylowernoiselevelsthana circularnozzleofthe
7.
_' # _
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same cross-sectinnal flow area. It seems reasonable that a tapered
:. plug could help decelerate the exhaust jet with reduced shear between the
jet and the surrounding air, with a corresponding xeducti_,n in nmse
Theref,,_re, to predict jet noise for a plug nozzle, equatton (6) is simply
modified to include the effects shown in reference 17. that is, by setting
_. 10 ._ 2(h/D)_, where h Is the gap height and D is theK 141ri 3 log4 _
circular nozzle diameter at the nozzle exit (fig. 8)° In addition: it is
L.--
reasonable to assu_: :_ that this slightly modified relation would also hold
with forward velocity. Thus, for a shock-free plug nozzle,
3_2J 1-= a' .,-:
•: OASPL90o. I0 log [_2.1 I Oa ._2 (c___l. I0 - a')I _')')_----I
•- ×Iog(_-_=: 141.,3Iog (0.10+2 D) .,101og_ .
:" " I+ 0.010 -
' vii J
: (16)
"" The spectral effects observed in reference 1"/were also slight except
for very small annular gaps,, Itwas found thatthe effectson SPL spectra
,. . (Dh/,,De)O_..:. can be roughlyaccounted for by mull_Iplyingth(: frequency b? 4
' intheStrouhal number° No effecton directivitywas reported. Hence. the
.i
?:
7
_,";"':f ", .,'.........__,,,_,,",,,,:,'_- ,./L; :i:. 'r:';',,":',,'_.,_,:,,:,"':: : ;; :-_ .... _ ......=".................. _:_.,-': .:'--_:-',,.._.,-.,-,'"='-,,_o.,.';'-":_5-";:_'a"-;'="=,__:'",:,_t_.,.,Y_..,,_-"::_?"_':-"_ 'r-_,:.:_:_=,'_._J"'_ _==-,,'-___,_
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:;-- circular nozzle relations (fig. 5) should be used for plug nozzles with S
-': redefined as follows:
#.
_" j/Ta:_ fDe(Dh/De)0.4(T )0.4(l+cos 0');" S = (17)
;-;:: It should be noted that these plug nozzle relations are preliminary in nature.
•:..: However, for practical-type geometries, it is expected that the effects of i
-..4
_. the plug on jet noise would be rather small. There are no data on the effect :
.:"-- of the plug on supersonic jets with shock noise, so for the interim method,
:" the plug nozzle is treated the same as the circular supersonic nozzle jet of
"': the sameflc_ area....... . ...... ''_
:-" Slot Nozzles
-.-;.; Slot nozzles are considered herein since they are being considered
" for powered-lift systems, such as the augmentor wing concept for STOL
_'_.., atrcr'Mt and for possible advanced supersonic transport applications.
. Overall sound _ressure level at 0 =90.__°°. - Cold flow test data are ...... :
-_il. available for slot nozzles having aspect ratios of 4.8 (refs. 68 and 69)
:.:. and 69 (refs. 17 and 70) at various azimuthal angles _. Since the jet i_
:;" not axtsymmetric, some effect of q_ might be expected. (The slot nozzle
"" long dimension lies in the _ = 90° direction (fig. 1). ) For these geome-
"_" tries, the .O._PL. data. show reasonably good agreement with the circular
;." nozzle prediction relations (eq. (6)) for shock-free jets, as shown i u fig-
.':.. ure 9. It is al._o assumed that the circular nozzle forward velocity and
_:: shock noi_e effects apply. Hence, equation (12) for shock-free jets and
.......: equations (11)and (16)with shock noise are recommended, and the sUght
_.i_" effect of _ Call be ,leglected ....Other data which might be applicable, but
_: were not included,because of time.constraints, may hefoundin references _ :_
_:-'" 71 to 73.
.,,
,,'
°°i "
p .
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SPL spectra and dnectivitv. - Normalized SPL sl)ectla at (_ 90 t'
.......................... . ............ t. !
- for the sl,>t nozzles of ]eferences 17 and 68 to 70 are shown in tigure 10 !
.... for azimuthal angles _) of 0 c', 45 'j, and 90 °. For q) • 0° (fig 10(a)} and ,
7 q, -=45 ° (fig 10(b)) the m_rmalized _pectra agree with those ,i the cireulal !
.......
nozzle (m the basis ot a mt:ddied ._.:_:'.:'hal number, like that used for plug 1
:" nozzles (eq. (17) _ The l ela.tlve vel_ t'lly and tempex_tul e effects pre- 1
- viously given I_,x"the circular m_zzle al e assumed to alst; apply to the slot J
' nozzle. Figure10(c), L,r _): 90 °. indicates a much pocuer agJeement ]
with tile circular nozzle curves especially at tile lower frequencies. This ]
.. poor agreement c(_uld be due to the snm 11 clmracteristic dimension or to ]
" the anisotropic ha.tree of tile turbulence, but could also be due in pall to I
'" the ground reflecti, m eHecis in theme particular experimental data AI- i
I
" though there ale some addilhmal effects, due prt.bably to the nunisotropic
-': nature of the turbulence, tt, r the slot n:.,zzle at large pola.! angles ¢_, the '_t
,.." directi,:mal effects a, e cl,_se enough to th_,se for tile circular nezzl( (fig. 5), i
_: so that the cit culaJ m,zzle relations aJe )ecomnlended f:u use in slut noz-
zle noise predicii,:n with tile use t)f S tronl equatmn (17) i
'" • i
• / . .i,. ..- COAXIAL NOZZLES _. .=_
Olsen and Friedman (tel.36% have colrelatedshe,el,-freecoldcoaxial .....J
•..... atl(_S, V. 9.jetnoise data for secondaIy-to-primary jet wqocity 1 V], 1' 1
A, ,_'A ')'-'_from 0.2 t() 1 and seconda,y.to-prlmary area ratios, _._ _. 1 h:om 0.67 (
' . to43 5. Tillscorrelation (ret. 36)isbased ,,n extension and modification -]
" of the method ot Williams, et al (tel, 74). The method of referenee 36 ls
'" herein modified and extended to account for the case of a heated, shock-
)'. free ptimary }et, taking into consideration the data el' Eldred, et al
(ref. 75), Tile applcaeh used is a,s ttdh,ws (1) The OASPL and the spec-
tra. at 0 -: 90° ave related to those of the core .mralone (either eft eular
t:• nozzle or plug nozzle_ by means of i_imple ctwrelatltm taett,rs, and (2) the
i." : dtrectivity relative to () -_ 90 ° is t#t,,en to be the same as itq the core jet
"'.- alone, as the eXl)ernnents had indicated Olsen and Fi iedman (ref. 36)
1974027003-TSB09
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found no significant differences when the core nozzle was extended beyond
the secondary nozzle exit. For an extended secondary duct the problem
becomes more complicated and needs study, but the method presented
herein is recommended as an interim prediction. Few experiments on the
cases of a heated secondary flow and of "_j,2/Vj, 1 > 1 have been reported,
so although the relations developed herein are recommended as an interin ::
method, they should be considered preliminary and unproven for these cases.
": Overall Sound Pressure Level 4
The effects of area ratio, velocity ratio, and temperature ratio are
shown tn figure 11, where the OASPL relative to that of the core jet alone,
corrected for temp,_rature raho, ' .....
',, . .
: OASPL90°'OASPL90 °, 1 - I0 log Tj'I
Tj, 2
is plotted against area ratio for various velocity ratios. The temperature
: ratio term is an interim approximation. The curves shown correspond to
the recommended relation (slightly modified from ref. 36),
+ 10 log - + 1.2
"" OASPL90°'OASPL90°' 1=_'l°g \TJ, 2/ Vj,I] A 3
• Aj, 1]
_" ( 1 8 ) l "
" In equation (18), OASPL90 o 1 is the OASPL at 0 - 90 ° for the core jet alone,
;_ from equation (12) for a circular core nozzle or equation (16) for a plug core
....
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..: nozzle. (According to ref. r37, the effect of torward velocity on tile OASPL
• should be the same as i_ot a single circular nozzle. ) The exponent m is
:: given by
:, /_Aj.2 -AJ'--2 297 '
m-- 1.1 ..... ;-
::':.. l, 1 A], 1
.%, .-
..; ( 191
"" m-6.0 ' 2> 29.7
.'. , .
-i.( The ambient temperature data. ot reference 36 are within approximately
• ±2 dB of the curves shown, with the greatest scatter at a vei_city ratio,
-: • V_,j2/Vj, of about 0.6. ....._...........=_..:- I_ • .. •.:: ,,.,.
=..7.- .....,
:_._.-. SPL Spectra.
i , "b. '
•4;- The shapes ,.,f the SPL spectra for shock-lree c,._txlal jets wer,_ gener-
_..'- ally found in reference 36 to be the _me as fox, a circular nozzle, but withk tu-, .".
the frequencies shifted. Figure 12shows the effect of area ratio aid veloc- .ity ratio, on the frequency shift parameter, ...... .... :... ' iii.-_
"_-"'_
.,.... FS --. - _- (20)
"• j_
:',. where S t is the effective Strouhal number for the core nozzle alone,
whether a plug or circular core nozzl,_, and the temperature ratio term is
an interim approximation. Limited da.ta ,!one vs.lue of Vj, 1./Vj, 2) from
_J"-a- reference 67 indicates that with or withoutf0rward velocity, the primary jet
_.;iIi_" velocity _._ould be used!n the Strouhal number. Thins equation (17) using
._:- core jet _ra.meters is recommended tor th_s inte_,tm method,
2[:(
14'.
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• The recommended curves in figure 12 are based on tile ambient tem-
perature data of reierem:e 36 at 0 : 90° and Vj, :t/Ca _ 0.87; however,
, data for other polar angles and core jet velocities _how similar trends.
Tllese data scatter within a frequency range of ±one 1/3-octave band from
the curves, except at a velocity ratio, Vj, 2/Vj, 1, of 0.4 for ,_rea ratios, "_
_. Aj, 2/Aj, 1' above 16, where double-peaked spectra occurred; however, " !
area ratios that high are of little practical interest.
SupersorAc Jets with Shock Noi_e
:: Dosanjh and associates (refs. 76 to 78) have reported that for supf:r-
sonic secondary flows, large noise reductions compared to the seconc_ory
jet alone are obtained when the primary je _ velocity reaches a critical -_
value in the supersonic range. These reductions are attributed to chiLpges
in the shock structure. However, a significant amount of the reductJ.on
- appears to be due to the elimination of narrowband noises. Due to the
limited nature of these tests (refs. 76 to 78), the only supersonic effects
": included In the recommended interim method are those outlined in the fol-
: lowing paragraphs, which are purely arbitrary. : ..__
": Supersonic primar__ with subsonic secondary. -When the primary jet is
." not fully expanded (shocks present), e_uations (11) and (15) are ,_ed to de-
. termine the primary jet shock noise level. Equation (20) is then used to
_ adjust this level to the coaxial nozzle noise level, as described earlier.
" The shock noise spectra are then ob.tained from figure 7 with S from equa-
tions (20) and (17). The shock noise spectrum is then added antilogarith-
_ mically to the jet noise spectrum.
_i Supersonic secondary. - For a supersonic secondary it is recommended,
as an interim approximation, to calculate the noise of the secondary stream
._. alone, as if the core nozzle were replaced b_ a plug. Then the noise for the
core nozzle alone should be calculated, whether subsonic or supersonic,
• and then these levels added antilogarithmically. This probably will give a
conservatively high noise estimate, st. :e there may be interaction effects
. present which would reduce the noise. " _
?
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_-" SUPPRESSOR NOZZLES
- Because jet n.ase m a major l)_,,blom ttq lurbojet and It,w-t_,ypass
- turbofan engines, va_l¢,us types f,f ntdse-suppzessi,,n nozzle systems have_:
been developed, A number .[ such systems have been developed, having
conmdelably difierent n_.me characteristics Suppress,,r pozzles genel -
ally consist ,_[ multiple tubes {lois 55 and 79 t,, 86_ _1 multiple lobes
(refs 64, 65. 86. 87, and 88)" nozzles ol these types can also
be used It prt.mcte wa,plclie_ veh-_city decay f:,I bh,wn _lap power ed-lttt
systems (rots. 67, 89, and 90_. Many problems remain to be solved in
"i
.. order to obtain accurate means of pt edicting suppressor nozzle noise;
• however, since it is necessary t,J make noise predictions at present, the ....
. predictionofreference38 isrecommended as an intermamethod° ,
" For purposesoljetnc_isecc,rrelatitmand predicti.n,thenoisefrom
a multielementnozzleistypicallyconsidered toconsistoftwo parts,
. Reference38 terms thesepremergingnoiseand postmergingnoise° The
"" preme_ging noise is taken to be that generated near the nozzle where the 1
!
. structure r,f the individual jet elements can still be identitied.. The post-
merging noise,is ta_ken to be tl_.t genelated further downstream of the ,
nozzle after the individual jet element_, and the entrained aix_low ,have
:_ effectively merged into a single jet of lower velocity. The higher fro-
"; quencies are dominatedby thepremergingnoise,and Uhelowerfrequen-
oiesare dominatedby thepostmerg!ngnoise, Reference38 presents
" methods ofpredictingthesetwo noisespectra;thespectraobtainedare,,
•_ then summed antilogarithmicallyto obtainthe totalspectrum. A typical
examplefora YJ 75 enginewitha 37-tubenozzleisshow_-inligule13
:.. (fromref,38).
-,; Inconjunctionwithmultitubeor multilobenozzles,ejectorsare ....
_. alsoused insome suppressoray_tems (e.,gosee refs.55 and 79)
.- ' ,
,. The ejectormodifiesboththejetmixingand thenoisegeneration Acous-%-
ticliningisoltenused toabsorb some olthepremergingnoisegenerated
:. near thenozzleexit,generallyatrelativelyhighfrequencics Inthe
.:. caseofa muliitubenozzle,thenoisegeneratedby theindividualjets
°_" " _,_ , ' , 7:;7_
e.
d
a_
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:, .: (premerging) might be l.trgely eliminated a s illustrated in figure 13 as
an example.
;-.. The recommended method fqr ,_uppressors from refe_:ence 38 is re-
,F
peated herein in ap,_endi:_ B (essentially verbatim) using the nomencla.ture
:.. ofthisstudy. This pr_._dictionprocedureisessentiallyewpirlcal It
_" gives free-field, far-field spectra a.t R ---.1 m (3, 28 ft) from the source.
_' Itisbasedon datafrt,lnr-andnozzlesand suppressornozzlesforthe
. following types of tests:
I. Full-scaleJT8D. JT3C, JT4/J75, and JTI2 staticenginetests.
:.. 2. Model scale hot flow tests (Aj _ 0. 0046 m 2 (~ 0. 049 ft2)).
• 3. Flight tests of 707, 727, and 737 airplanes .....
°
_ THRUST REVERSERS
Thrust reversal is used to shorten the landing distance for both con-
":. ventional (CTOL) and reduced- or short-takeoff-and-landing (RTOL and
:" STOL) aircraft. In addition, augmentor-wing-type STOL or RTOL air-
"_'" planes may use core let thrust reversal to steepen t_e approach flight
._ path. Intheinterestsofminimizingthenoiseassoc._.tedwithaircraft
-.: operations,allpotentialnoisesourcesshouldbe considered,and until
:ii" recentlythrustreversernoisehas receivedlittle attention.
: TheNASA Lewis Research Centerhas initiatedstudiesof thrustre-
"'" verser noise (refs. 68, 70, and 91 to 93). Target-type reversers
_" (fig. 14)were used intheeax.ltesttestsbecauseoftheirsimplicityand
." because they can reverse both circular nozzle (reAs. :.91 and 92)and slot
._._ nozzle(refs,68_nd 70)flows. More recently,carbide-typereversers
) ":- . (fig. 15)havealsobeen tested(ref.93). Allof these,experimentswere
•.:_ performedwith_mbienttemperaturelets.Reverse-pitchfar.sare also
i'}i being considered for thrust reversal, but are not included herein°
• Reverser noise should be treated as the sum of p.modlfted Jet noise
and jet-surfaceinteractionnoise,butforthepresentthesenoisesources ._
"" will not be separated. Generally, the iet-.sutface interaction noise is
-': - dominantover thefrequencyrangeefinterestexceptfor some cascade
.,.
• . • • .
", _-__'._:_'"_--,.,=;.;,._J_,_,;_,_rr_°_a;_,-:;_(_r._,_:_,_._=_ .: ^ _, : :',_'--_L_'_ "-_ ,_ _. " t .... _' '_ , _' "_'"_.; " "'_'_--_ "_ , "" '_ '"':"'_-::. "';"-_ _._;'_-'_--::_" .... L_,_
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reverser configurations at high ]et velocities. The spectral shapes do
not change much with _ngle, again with the exceptic,n of some cascade re-
versers at high Vj,, Therefvre, t_e. _Jvetall d£t.ectivity and the SliCe,
averaged SPL spectra are r:ec:_mniended, and the effect ,:4 relative veloc-
ity ls assumed to be negligible for the interim, prediction methc,d.
• . , .... - .
............. Target-Type Reversers
:: : ... • . . , ., . .................... : ..*,
...... OASPL at 0 = 90°, - The normalized OASPL at 0 = 90 ° is plotted
against log (Vj/Ca) In figure .1.'i3for the varioas semicylindrical and ...
V-gutter reversers tested. A simple density effect (w .,_1) is assumed
for reversers, It is quite apparent that the reversers mgnfficantly in-
: : crease the noise levels above the let noise curve (eq, (6) with Pi = Pa L
Tlae variation of reverser noise with jet velocity is less than for jet noise,
so the difference between the reverser noise and let noise increases with
decreasing velocity. The V-gutter reversers are somewhat noisier than
the semicylindrical reversers, except that for the large-aspect-ratio ::_
V-gutter there is a significant noise reduction in the _ = 90 ° plane.
The recommended relation for the target reverser OASPL at 0 -- 90° is
given as ft_llows:
.... . . . .... .. • . ,...,
' [ A.p.p c Dh
,..... OASPL90o - 10 log I-----[_-a:-:-t I ." Kr - 10 cos 2 (p log
• : t._2 2 c4 /
,:, 10 log .... _ (21) .,_
V 2. -''_
, 1 + 0, 0t0 . : _
i
.... i
1
/
t
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where Kr = 149 for the se_ni_vlindrical reversers and 154 for the 3
V-gutters. The velocity effect is arbxtrarily formulated to yield a Vj
relation at high velocities like pure jet noise.
Directivity. - Reference 94 presents a correlation which predicts the
OASPL directivity for the semicylindrical reversers of reference 91
reasonably well. There are deviations from this relation for the V-gutter
reversers, but it is considered sufficiently accurate for the interim pre-
diction method. Reference 94 gives OASPL _ 10 log os2(0/ , so for ,
the interim methoo, . ..... : _
OASPL -- OASPL90 o + 20 logl s ..... (22)....... _
Spectra. - The normalized space-average SPL spectra shown in fig-
ure 17 are recommended for all angles. The same (Dh/De)0" 4 factor
modifying the Strouhal number for slot nozzles also appears adequate
for these reversers, so S is obtainvd from equation (17), using nozzle
exit conditions. No other temperature effect is included since there are
no data available on which to base a correction.
._ . _
- Cascade-Type Reversers
m.
_-• OASPL at 0 = 90°. - The normalized OASPL at 0 = 90° is plotted
against log (Vtl/c a) for the various cascade reversers tested in figure 18.D _
., Although the same trend of increased noise levels above jet noi_e is ob-
served as for the target reversers, the magnitude of the increase is less.
In order to account £or the closene_,sof the quieter cascades to the jet
noise curve, a two-step approach is recommended for the reverser noise
":, calculation. First the additional noise due to thrust reversal over t_t :
:_. due to the jet alone is correlated in a manner similar to equation (21),
• that is, -
#
• z
.#
" = 28
.%.
.,-
-': ".... 10 log + 10log \Ca/ (23)
':. OASPLg0 ° cr = Kcr "_ 2 '
..--: . IBAc
- :.:. I+ 0.010
,., , \Ca/
:: where Kcr is obtained from the following; ...........
: i,:; Nor = 136....+_hKcr,.. 1 + AKcr,. 2 + 7.2 .(24)
'.. '.. . , .; :_ - .:..
..;. . .... - • " : • ":'. .... '," . 7. ............" '-' " " , ..
',.:: where
i ,." AKcr, 1 = 0 if there is an internal flow deflector to guide the flow into ..........
::- the cascades, or
._ AKcr ' - 5 ifthereisno deflector; .....
!.'" AKcr,2 - 0 ifairfoil-shapedvanesa_.eused,... or,:, " '::......:::=
:..,,, A cr,2 = 6 ifconstant-thicknessvanesareuse ,, :.......
:":" .... Ae/A t = isthecascade-exlt-to-tailpipear_,,_,ratio(generally> I.0)
:. This level is then added anttlogartthmtcally to the jet noise calculated from
_":" equation (6) for the cascade exit conditions, OASPL90 o, j, to get the OASPL,
i,,:,, _- (OASPL90 o cr)/10 10(OAb-_PL90o,j)/l_ : _v
_":." OASPL90o= I0 log[l_0_ ...., , + (25)
r_ .'..
._'i:" Obviously,thereismuch improvement tobe made inthisinterimmethodi . •
"i to eliminate the arbitrary correction tactors, _
, Directivity_.-The OASPL dlrectivitiesOfthevariouscascaderever- ..:
sersare complicatedin'shape,butrelativelysmallinmagnitude. These
.i •.'..
1
::i_..•
t'_""_'_'':'"':5;7"_N2"_'::"Tr'-,_'_".... "Y_3"_-:_;fi3::_,"'i"_r_'_!,,;',,'r_:*,"i_':,',?':_',',,:,;--;7_,;'_:_,_,,,.:_.S_o_..*i:-,!L._.\;._,_..._.,,..]F7.,_,,.?;.-.,_,:._..,"7. ..... "_r'" "=_'_ "'"_---_........ ._--- -_-'_ _ ' _ "
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patterns are represented for the present interim prediction by the approxi-
mate relation,
OASPL-OASPL90o = 20 logE+ 1 sin(20)_ (26) ....
Spectra. - The space-average SPL spectrum, recommended for use
at all angles is shown in figure 19; again the (Dh/De)0" 4 factor is used
to try to predict the relative effect of the total reverser area (De ) and the
individual passage size (Dh), so S is computed from equation (17) .....
SUMMARIZATION OF RECOMMENDED INTERIM . _ : :/._
PREDICTION METHOD
.... To facilitatecalculations,therecommended predictionmethod issum-
marized in this section and in table I. Furthermore, an illustrative sample
calculation is given in appendix C.
For circular and slot nozzles, equation (12) yields the OASPL at
19= 900; for plug nozzles equation (16) is used. For each of these configu-
rations, the SPL spectrum is then obtained from figure 5 with S from
• _:_equation (17) and Mc from equation (14). If the jet is not fully expanded,
..... shock noise is also present, and the shock noise is estimated from equa-
:__: _ tions (1!) and (15) for all nozzle shapes. The shock noise SPL spectrum
is obtained from figure 7 with •S from equation (17). The shock noise
spectrum is then added antflogartthmically to the jet noise spectrum at _
each angle.
For coaxial nozzles the noise of the core jet alone is computed as de-
scribed above, and correction factors are then applied. The noise levels
are modified according to equations (18) and (19), and the frequencies -
shifted according to figure 12 and equation (20) with the core-jet Strouhal
number based o,l ._Vt 1 (eq. (17)).
Prediction of thrust reverser noise is also included. The OASPL at _ ......
" 0 = 90° is computed from equation (21) for the target reversers and equa : ::::
I
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-- tions (23). (241, and (25,1for ca.scvde reversers. The OASPL directivity
.% .,
:'_ is obtained irom equation 1221 or 126_ fez target or cascade reversers,
..._ respectively. The same spectral shapes are used in all directions, using
"'. a moditled Strouhal number lr,ml equa.l_,,n 1171: target _evetser spectra
:.•-. are shown m ligure 17 and the ca.scade teveJser spectra in figure 19.
2:_ A new pt edictmn method l,,r suppt ess,_r nr,zzles with and without
ejectors has not yet been obtained. Thet ef,.,lo, the methods ,,I Dunn
"_. and Peart (ret 38), outlined m a.ppendu_ B, tt:,rnoise calculations for'
._." such systems is recommended
- . .... ....... ,. . . • .. .,,,: ....
:.:" FURTttER RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS
Several important problems should be studied tcJ produce a better
: understanding of jet n,:dse mechanisms and thereby improve the methods
" of let noise prediction. Most tundamentally, the knuwledge of the jet tur- ...... "
bulence structure and its relation to jet noise should be improved. This
- should allow tot' a better sepa.rati_m between the effects ct convectivn and :_ :,
•:_ refraction and between shear n,dse and sell noise,. A better understanding
.: . ....: :-ofthe locaUoa__ nolsesouxcesinthef!¢Jwtleldwf,uldaidintheformula-
.:,.. .,., : ". . . . . • . ,, ... :.'.: • ., :,
_: ttonoi supprlessor nozzle pI edict ions. especially thosewith electors. The .......
:'5.:: ' effect o! turbulence entering the nozzle exit plane ftt_m upstream on noise '
_:, prod_._ction should be determined, and a means of pred!ciing this effect
"," shouldbe deveh,pedfftheproblem issignificant,....
-" In areas ot more applied s_esearch, there m slill a need for experi-
_'.,
.:- ment_l jet noise data. a.t elevated iet temperatures, especially for Coaxial
-- nozzlesand thrust te_,ersers. Theoretical studies should be focussed on
- the effect_ of e!eva.ted tempera.lure also., so that •the varmble-density- ' ' _ ':__
_: exponent cort elatmn can be replaced by a. more fundamentally based
.;
:: approach. Further studies ot relative veloclly effects a_e needed to
-:.. verify and extend the results ,ff reference 67 especmHy fro suppressor
)" nozzles and thrust reverser s. Atnv_spherlc absorpht,n should be aecur-
•,'" ateiy deterhiined at f_ equencie_ tip I_Da,t IPa.st 100 kHz to h_creaso the-- -.... - , : .-: .,.L'_
-,.' rankle _tva_,llablolos model sca,!e test!rig The effect of Installing nozzles
• :. , , . , . ...,
,...., . . :',
I
f :
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i12_ on airplanes near surfaces can cause increased low frequency noise; this_.. problem should be further investigated.
_!.- The prediction method itself should be compared with all available_. pertinent data and modified, if necessary. The suppressor, shock noise,
_.: and reverser noise methods can probably be improved.
CONCLUDING REMARKS - .....
This report presents an interim method of calculating the noise gen-
;°
erated by the exhaust jet mixing with the surrounding air for circular,
_, plug, slot, and coaxial nozzles. The effects of jet temperature, jet veloc-
i_, and vehicle forw_d speed are included as well as the effects of am-
:_ bient conditions and the geometric variables. An existing prediction
:, method is recommended for suppressor nozzle systems. An approximate
•= prediction method for thrust reverser noise is also presented, not including
the effects of variations in jet temperature and vehicle forw_d speed. Re-
search which is critical to the improvement of these prediction methods is
:: identified. It ls J.ntended that these methods be improved and updated as
_._ new information becomes available_
1
1
.................. t
....... ,1
!
I
t
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APPENDIX A
SYMBOLS
A area, m 2 (it 2)
'._ Aref refe,_encearea, 0..0929 m 2 (lft2':
a expc'.nentinequatL,m(5),dirnepsit._nless .
•' A e geometricexitarea.,m 2 (it2)
• A t taflpipearea aheadc_freverser,m 2 (ft2)
b coefficientin.equation(5),dtmensi,-_nless
.,, c speed of' sound, m/sec ,tt_ sec)
D circular nozzle diameter, m fit)
::/- De equivalent circular nc_.zzle diameter, , -_., m (it) /V,
: Dh hydraulic diameter, 4A/(perimenter), m (it)
F shock noise factor in equation (10), dimensi, mless
F 1 parameterdefinedinsuppressornoiseprediction(appendixB),
dB re 20 /zN/m2 .............'
F2 parameterdefinedinsuppressf_rnoiseprediction(appendixB),
:_ dB re 20 _N/m 2
F 3 parameter defined in suppressor noise predictiun (appendix B),
"" -dBTe:'20 _N//m 2 ..............
- F4 parameter definedinsuppl.ess_rn.oiseprediction (appendixB),
m 2 I
_'_ dB re 20 uN/ ........._
"_i F 5 parameterdelinedinsupplessornoiseprediction(appendixB),
dimensionless
,.,
•"_ F6 parameterdefinedinsuppressornoiseprediction(appendixB),. -.
.-. dB re 20 t_N/m 2
:'
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F 7 parameter defined in suppressor noise prediction (appendix B),
?- m2: dB re 20 /_N/
_ F 8 parameter defined in suppressor noise prediction (appendix B),
_'" dB re 20 /zN/m 2f'_"
!i
:i'i F 9 parameter defined in suppressor noise predicHbn (appendix B),
._" dimensionless
.- F s frequency shift parameter (eq. (2)), dimensionless
:.. f 1/3-octave-band center frequency, Hz (cycles/sec)
fo reference frequency, Hz (cycles/sec) ....
" h plug nozzle annular gap height, m (ft)
i• _ .. • ... • .....
:. I acoustic intensity, W/m2 (lbf/ft-sec)
":, K coefficient in equation (5), dB re 20 #N/m 2
':'," Kcr coefficient in equation (23), dB re 20 #N/m2 t
_=, AKcr, 1 coefficient in equation (24), dB re 20 pN/m 2
:) AKcr, 2 coefficient in equation (24), dB re 20 pN/m
:.. KI coefficient in equation (1), dimensionless
:: Kr coefficient in equation (21), dB re 20 /_N/m 2
•. l characteristic dimension, m (ft) ..... .
$
. M Mach number, dimensionless
•?, , . . , . ....
•: m exponent in equation (18),' dimensionless
; Mc convection. ,_ach number, dimensionless
.""'._ . . N '_mmber of suppressor elements, dimensionless
,_.- n convection parameter exponent, dimensionless ._
. OASPL overall sound pressure level, dB re 20 _N/m 2
'.:.: ()ASPL space-averageOASPL, dB re 20 gN/m 2''
-.... I}
.-:_°
i ";
_-_................._ =--7- __.:_ .......... ._
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Pref reference pressure. 20 _N/m 2
mean-squaxe acousticpr essure fluctuation,N2/m 4 (Ib2/ft4)
R distance from source to observer, m (It)
RA ratioofexitflowarea tobase area,dimensionless
S effective Stl c_uhal number, dimensionless
SPL 1/3-octave-band sound pressure level, dB re 20 _N/m 2
T total temperature, K (OR) ......
T s statictemperatule,K (OR)
Ts, ref reference static temperature (fig. 22), K (OR)
V velocity, m/sec (ft/sec)
-. go vehicleforwardspeed.,m/sec (ft/sec)....... .._ :., .... .._._ :..:_._
VR effectiverelativevelocity(eq.(B5)),m/sec (ft/sec)
W sound power, W (lbf-ft)
w variabledensityexponent,dimensionless )
p density,kg/m 2 (slugs/ft3) ":_..i.._
Oref referencederlsity,16.02kg/m 2 (0.0311 slugs/ft3) " ,
c_ azimuthalangle (fig. I), deg
0 polaranglefrnm inlet(fig.1),deg .. . . . .;_
O' effective polar ar,gle from inlet, (,(Vj/ca)O' 1, deg
Subscripts: ' :
1 core jet :: .=
2 fan (bypass)jet . _ :'ili
a ambient ..... 1
cr cascadereverser ' ,
j jet (fullY-expanded) _ :_
,!
..... !
1
• - 4@ '
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jm mixed jet (ejector exit) mean value i
:. ISA international standard atmosphere, 283 K (519 ° R) and ",i
t2)
• 10!. 3 l_NZm2 (2120 lbf/f ........ 7
s shock noise .... ,,
:" 90° parameter evaluated at 0 = 90 °
-• ".
• !
: •. ...
I
.., ..... !
4
............. i
j.
.... i
' I
: t
:. . ......' ::. ,.'2
!
:_.
d 1
.-.
1
L,
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.... APPENDIX B
: _: SUPPRESSOR NOISE PREDICTIONi <
• %
""' The recommended method fo)_ suppress,-, s from reference 38 is re-
/ peated berein (essentially verb,.tim) uzing the nomenclature of this study.
;-:. This prediction procedule is essentially empirical. It gives free-field,
" far-field spectra at R :_ 1 m _3 28 It') tr'cm the source. It is based on data
• from round nozzles and suppressor nozzles for the |o]lt'wcing types of
".-. tests: ...........
5
: 1. Full-scale JT8D, JT3C, JT4/J75, and JT12 static engine tests.
.. 2. Model scale hot flow tests (Aj _ 0.0046 m2 (-_0.049 It2)). .
- . 3. Flight tests of 707, 727, and 737 airplanes. "......
:_:; Postmerging Noise Prediction
L:......
.- Consider the ejector/suppressor configuration shown in figure 20.
_ <"" The postmerging noise for the ejector exhaust is assumed to be simila,
_-_._._
_, , to that of a conventional circular .let. The OASPL for an engine is retated
_" to the relative let velocity, density of the exhaust, static temperature, and "disc arg area, as tollows"
T 1.5
OASPL(O,- FI(V,m. Vo. O,_.10 log [(._'m-_ _?'-'-_m / (_'_lm/"_ '!
where F is obtained from figure 21, Ts, ref from figure 22_ Pref is
16.02 kg/m (0.0311 slugs/It3), and Are f is 0 0929 m 2 (1 ft"). The sub-
_:: script jm refers to the mixed jet (ejector exhaust) mean, one-dimensional
_" flow value, =
The I/3-octave-bandSPL spectrumiscalculatedby addingthefollow,.
. ingcorrectionstotheOASPL, thatis, "
ili
:........-"o"' "" ,:"_:',..;°.._'.o"" ".......:_-','oo....:',.,. -,"":. ,':,._c_,-'_'_'_'_,::'_'*=_J'_''.;<_ )'./."".:.:tC;'.".>'_:.:;"-":'__."._,':7,<: :_'._,:_;_,._._
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SPL(f, 8) = OASPL(8) + F2 I_-_o_+ F3/_, e1 (B2)
where F 2 is obtained from figure 23, F 3 from figure 24, and fo is a
characteristicfrequencygivenby EV j V_ Jm1....... _ Vo)Ve, F4(Vj - Vo, e),with .:
De,jm theequivalentdiameteroftheejectorexhaust,and F4 isfrom
figure25......
•When the.shroud(ejector)isremoved, theone-dimensionalflowparam-
etersforthepostmergingnoiseregionare difficulttodefine.This prob-
lem has been avoidedthroughtheuse ofone-dimensionalflowparameters
forthesuppressorexhaust. Thisapproachresultedinan empiricalcor-
rectionterm beingadded toequation(BI). The correction,term isde- _,
fined as a function o_ the area ratio RA and relative velocity, that is, .!
AOASPL = 0.34 5( - - 1 (B3) _-i
where F5 isobtainedfrom figure26. The "effective"one-dimensional ii_
flow values to use in equations (B1) and (B2) for no ejector are: Vj_ = Vj, _!
Pjm = PJ' Ts, jm = Ts, j and De, jm = De _" !
Premerging NoisePrediction i
Consider the "bare" suppressor configuration without ejector shroud, i
The premerging noise of a single element, tube, or lobe, etc., is assumed I
tobe similartothatola conventionalcircularjetoithesame discharge _,
area. However, theindividualjetsforthemultielementsuppressorinter-
fetewitheach otherand altertheturbulentstructure(re{.95). By dimen- i
sionalanalysis,theeffectsoftheinterferringjetshavebeen relatedtothe.....
nomber ofelementsand thearea ratioforthesuppressor.From this ....j
_tnalysis the space-average OASPL is defined empirically as ... _i'.I
1
"_
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J.'..'_' OAgI_L _ ivIIVR: 120°)+ 10log P_-
.. [_._rei/\rs,,ef/\A,e,_J .
"_.
F6IN)+FT(RA} (B41
where F 1 xs obtained from tigur 9 21, F6 from ilgure 27, F 7 frc, m fig-
.- ure 28, N is the number of elements,.and RA is the area ratio: base
area dividedby primary area. VRi!s obtainedfrom ..#
{ q• V R = Vj forgroundstaticaol.se j ,Vj ca.... = -0.04 inflight i
.:., The OASPL varieswiththedirectivityangle 0, as follows: .....:::_
:- OASPL(0) = OASPL + F8(0) (B6) :
__< where F8 isobtainedfrom figure29.
,'
- Finally,the I/3-oc_ve,bandSPL spectrum isobtainedina manner i_ ,_:_
-. similartothatofthepo_tmergingnoise.•excepthatthecharacteristic
frequency fo is typicallyhigherand an apparentI0° shift relativeto the
"" postmerglr_noisemust be addedtothedirectivityangle. That is,
2
;_ SPL(f, 0) = OASPL(0) + F 2 + 0 + I0 (BT)
¢:,
_- where F 2 . is ob_tined from figure23, F 3 from figure 24, and
o..
.......
o,. . .
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•_- fo = _. F4(VR, 0)F9(Mj) (BS)
-, VRD e
-.. where F 4 isobtainedfrom figure25 and F9 from fi_;ure"_0.. ..
When a I_.r4wall shroud, less than 2.5 d_ametcrs long, is placed on
• the exhaust system, the pezlormance of the configurationchanges, and the
induced secondary M,).ch number increa,,ies. Fo_- this short shroud, no ap-
_-- iJarcntshieldingtakes place, and the pzemerging noise levelhas notbeen 1:_ observed to change significantly.Hc_veve_, thisshouldnot be the case when ,_.:
_. the shroud is lined ....
• 1
"., i
,,- qi
.'.'2
J
f.
( '.,
F'" "
: "
; .... -.
_}'" _.............
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APPENDIX C
_, SAMPLE CALCULATION
: To illustrate the use of this prediction methnd a sample problem is
solved in this secti:_n_ The stepwise outline of the calculations requ_ ed
for such predictions is given in flgui,e •31.." The p, oblem chosen is to pre-
dict the jet noise free-field, far-field spectrum at a polar angle O --_150° ..... .
and a distance R --'30.5 m (100 ft) from a coaxial nozzle whose core noz- .:
::zle has a plug, with ambient conditirJns corresponding to the International
Standard Atmosphere. (See fig, 8 t0r plug nozzle geometric vamableso )
Given: plug nozzle gap height, h ---0.150 m (0.49 ft)
core nozzle diameter, D -_ • 744 m (2.44 ft)
core. jet area, Aj, 1 --"0.2'/9 m 2 (3.00 ft 2)
fan jet area, Ai, 2 = 0. 948 m 2 (10.20 ft 2)
coreletvelocity,Vi,1=:366 m/sec (1200ft/sec)(subsonicat Ts,i,I)
fan _et velocity, Vj, 2 ="293 m/sec (960 It/sec)
airplane velocity (also ambient veh_ity _ Va) Vo = 122 m/sec
..... (440ft/sec) ....... "
corelettotaltemperature,TI,1"= 700 K (12606R)
fan jet total temperature, Tj, 2 ::322 K (580 ° R)
fully expanded core jet density, --=0. 561 kg/m 3 (0. 00109
slugs/it3) , • . PJ, 1
fullyexpandedinnletdensity,pj,2 -"I.21 kg/m 3 (0.00233slugs/It3)
ambient density,Pa- PlSA ::I.227kg/'m3 (0.00238slugs/ft3)
..... ambientson_ velocRy,ca ,_,CISA :_340 m/see (11i6ft/sec)....... :
•' y . .,.
., , ,".e_., .. ",r'_'_ "_'_-'" ','", ..... _-' .r,-, -- __"_"_"_"_._---'_1 -..:., .. ,, ",.; .' l" ,,: ..... _':' _7 .: ..........
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I. Calculate the OASPL at 8 = 90 ° for the core jet alone from equa-
tion (16) with core jet properties:
..... : .... ' ; .... '%3
' ' OASPL90o - tO 1 Pa Ca
• 1
........ s :..,t& " .......
' t -,,. .....d
'....... ' 10, - ]og = 141 ......... ili'_
,. 0.60+ u,1 _ Va ,:_ :.._
,, , , .....
.... ,,_ ................. ...:..:,!r"
4
ca h,,/ J+ 10 log • .._,.: .,.
,+o.o,o ,7,i)J._-: : ..... .,_ :,: [-\c a /
Substlhtttng the given values:. :.
Pa Ca - t_ =tog 3 = -S._ ....
a
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'_ (b) log .10+2 =log .10+2 ._ -0.301
.:. 2.44/
_'" 1200 I. 075; - = .
• :- Ca 1116 Vj/ 1200/ = O.738
"" v \s/4 ...... .......
:" \ ca/_ Vj --"(I. 075)(0:738) - O.793'. i) ,.
." . , _ " ., . '._: . , , .: "' . . : _ ,
....
t)
..: / 3.5
•  .8o+ /
:::: =--3(0"793)-_.3.s - {'0,00109\
• - log[ __r.=__.= I =
'- _,0.60+ (0,793)3[5 \0.00238J 0.276Iog(0.462)=-0.0914
7 •
t (d)log_. 7.5
_" .- - 4, -- ::-0.758
:. + 0.010 . If+ O. 0010(0, 793)4, ,
} ) ,.,., _ . ...:.'._
.;._;,;:
• • .. ,.
,., .- ,.:... :.,-.-.,. ,-.. _-r-_-- ._.-_V_._r______,__L:__ _ :---=. ....... ___ .
:, "'
.
43
-- (e) ,'_ASPL90o, 1 = 141 + 10(-3.52) + 10(-0. 0914) + 3(-0. 301) + 10(-0. 758)
-
= 96.4
IL Calculate the OASPL at 0 = 90° for the coaxial jets, by computing the
increase or decrease from the core jet alone from equation (18):
'. ................ .. .
............. Aj_ 2V_
t V m 2 "
+ I0 log _ j_._2_ + 1.2 Aj, Igj,
vj,/ 11'+ Aj, i
(a) 5 log __)= 10 log _-260_ 1/2 = 1.68 ........
__ 960 = 0.800; = 3.40 .........
_::'_":< .......:Vj, 1 1200 Aj, 1
• : m:= LI• - 1.1 = 2.03
.V..j,I^IA .
- _ =(1 -0.800) 2 03 0.0381
....... Vj,
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_'- 4
-" 1.2 _ 1 2,. :: " + 3.40(0.800 =. 1. 434
JV,
+-
- Aj, 1/
- V m VY ': I
i. (b) 10 log - + 1.2 AI' I j, . = 10 log (1.4'/2)= 1.67
!
(c) OASPL90o-OASPL90 o, 1 = I. 68 + I. 67 = 3.35
i. (d) OASPL90o = 96.4 + 3.35 = 99.7 ...................
.' ., .
,-. ..... HI. Determine the frequency-shift parameter _- (S1/S)-]._[L.I,(_" 1)/(TJ,
- from figure 12, and thus the Strouhal number ratio S/SI:
-..,
"- (a) Abscissa, log + 1 - log (I + 3.40)= O.643.. .....
:.. . •
._ (b) For Vj, 2/Vj, 1 = 0.8, the walue of the frequency-shift parameter is
," 0. 515.
7. J'
• S1/S= 0_763, so S./S1= 1.311
_,.
:. IV. Determine the SPL spectrum'for 0 =-:150° from figure 5.....
:" g
_2
• _.....,.............................. _ :,- -_:-' _---.................................................................................................................................................................................... _ _ _- .. :,-- -' .-.._.-_ - :,- - _ , -... :"_...........
I
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- and
_'. =
Dh, 1 = 2b - 2(0. 49) = 0.98 ft
= 1. 311 _.95_ (0. 759)(2.43) 0. 0492 = 1.69×10 -3
.. \12oo/
(e) For each center frequency f, com_ute log S and determine the or-
fl  Mot
':: dinate, SPL-OASPLg0o + 30 log - _-- cos , from figure 5, .-,_
_ . + M c
., interpolating tO e' = 151; Wen determine We SPL:
. . ........ ._?
... ,- . ._. ._ ......
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..,
- Nominal !ogS Ordinate Free -field
center , SP L -OASP L 90 o SP L,
,,. f, + 30.log + +106• 0
,," _/I+M
.::_ HZ
:- . at _' = 151°
ii ii
31.5 -1.27 -20.7 85.3 ......
" 40 -1.17 -17.5 88.5
,::.:.. 50 -1.07 -15. 0 91.0
.... ...... 63 -. 97 -12.7 93.3
; : 80 -. 87 -11.0 95.0
" 100 -. 77 -9• 7 96.3
125 -. 67 -8.9 97.1
_:
_ 160 ...... .. 57 -8.4 97• 6
...
- 200 -.47 -8.9 97.1
:-_ 250 -• 37 -10. 2 95.8
-- 315 -.27 -11.6 94.4
• 400 - 17 -13.2 93.8
• ; 500 -• 07 -14• 8 91.2
',:- 630 03 -16.5 89.5
_'_" 800 .13 -18.2 87.8
1 000 .23 -19.8 86.2
! 1 250 33 -21.5 84.5
:;" 1 600 .43 -23.2 82.8
•" 2 000 .53 -24.9 81.1
".-_. 2 500 .63 -26,6 ..... 79.4
": 3 150 .73 -28, 3 77.7
"" 4 000 .83 -30.0 76.0
" 5 000 .93 -31.7 74.3
.. ".........6 300 I.03 -33.4 72.6
_" 8 000 1.13 -3 5. 1 70.9
_i'" 10 000 1.23 -36, 7 69.3
'/ 12 500 ,. 33 -38.4 67.6
•. 16 000 1.43 -40. 1 65.9
•-. 20 000 I. 53 -41.7 64.3
/.
_ -.'_¢ ,,-; ;.-;_-_ __ !_;".,--. o_. •_. ;. _:Y-,-•.._ .-. ,-..P;•.:.....•.__ ..... _..•:...... _ -. -;::_.._-.....• _-_;;: :_. ..... .:. __ _._--'; !_. _,.......... _:.- _/;.L:_ ......
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